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<p><br> <br> <br> <p><b><font face="Arial,Helvetica">1. INTRODUCTION</font></b> <p><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbs
The apparantly irregular ( unpredictable ) space-time fluctuations in atmospheric flows ranging from climate
( thousands of kilometers - years ) to turbulence ( millimeters - seconds ) exhibit thenbsp; universal sym-
metry of <i>self-similarity</i>. <i>Self-similarity</i> or scale invariance implies long-range spatiotemporal
correlations and is manifested in atmospheric flows as the <i>fractal</i> geometry to spatial pattern con-
comitant with inverse power-law form for power spectra of temporal fluctuations documented and discussed
in detail by Lovejoy and his group (Tessier <i>et al</i>. 1996). Long-range spatiotemporal correlations are
ubiquitous to dynamical systems in nature and are identied as signatures of <i>self-organized criticality</i>
(Bak <i>et al</i>.1988). Standard meteorological theory cannot explain satisfactorily the observed <i>self-
organized criticality</i>. Numerical models for simulation and prediction of atmospheric flows are subject to
<i>deterministic chaos</i> and give unrealistic solutions. <i>Deterministic chaos</i> is a direct consequence of
round-o error growth in iterative computations. Round-o error of nite precision computations doubles on
an average at each step of iterative computations (Mary Selvam 1993a). Round-o error will propagate to the
mainstream computation and give unrealistic solutions in numerical weather prediction (<i>NWP</i>) and
climate models which incorporate thousands of iterative computations in long-term numerical integration
schemes. A recently developed non-deterministic <i>cell dynamical system model</i> for atmospheric flows
(Mary Selvam 1990) predicts the observed <i>self-organized criticality</i> as intrinsic to quantumlike mechan-
ics governing flow dynamics.</font> <p><b><font face="Arial,Helvetica">2. MODEL CONCEPTS</font></b>
<p><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;nbsp;nbsp;nbsp; In summary, (Mary Selvam 1990,1993a; b ,1998; Mary
Selvam <i>et</i> <i>al</i>. 1992,1996; Mary Selvam, Pethkar and Kulkarni 1995; Mary Selvam and Radhamani
1994,1995; Mary Selvam and Joshi 1995), based on Townsend’s ( Townsend 1956) concept that large eddies
are the envelopes of enclosed turbulent eddy circulations, the relationship between the large and turbu-
lent eddy circulation speeds (<b><i>W</i></b> and <b><i>w</i></b></font><b><i><sub><font face="Symbol"><font
size=-2>*</font></font></sub></i></b><font face="Arial,Helvetica">) and radii ( <b><i>R</i></b> and <b><i>r</i></b>
) respectively is given as</font> <br>nbsp; <p><br> <center> <p><img SRC="Eq1.gif" height=41 width=127></center>
<div align=right><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(1)</font></div>
<p><br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;nbsp;nbsp; Since the large eddy is the integrated mean of en-
closed turbulent eddy circulations, the eddy energy (kinetic) spectrum follows statistical normal distribution.
Therefore, square of the eddy amplitude or the variance represents the probability. Such a result that the
additive amplitudes of eddies, when squared, represent the probability densities is obtained for the subatomic
dynamics of quantum systems such as the electron or photon (Maddox 1988a). Atmospheric flows, therefore,
follow quantum-like mechanical laws. Incidentally, one of the strangest things about physics is that we seem
to need two dierentnbsp; kinds of mechanics, quantum mechanics for microscopic dynamics of quantum sys-
tems and classical mechanics for macroscale phenomena (Rae 1988).The above visualization of the unied net-
work of atmospheric flows as a quantum system is consistent with Grossings (Grossing 1989) concept of quan-
tum systems as order out of chaos phenomena. Order and chaos have been reported in strong elds in quan-
tum systems (Brown 1996). Writing Equation 1 in terms of the periodicitiesnbsp; <b><i>T</i></b> andnbsp;
<b><i>t</i></b>nbsp; of large and small eddies respectively,nbsp; where</font> <br>nbsp; <br>nbsp; <br> <br>
<center> <p><img SRC="Apcli1t.gif" height=42 width=73> <p><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;and</font>
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<p><img SRC="Apclit.gif" height=48 width=65> <p><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;we obtain</font> <p><img
SRC="Apclieq2.gif" height=44 width=85></center>
<div align=right><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(2)</font></div>
<p><br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;nbsp;nbsp; Equation 3 is analogous to <i>Kepler</i>s third law
of planetary motion, namely, the square of the planets year (period) to the cube of the planets mean
distance from the <i>Sun</i> is the same for all planets (Narlikar 1982,1996; Weinberg 1993). Newton devel-
oped the idea of an inverse square law for gravitation in order to explain <i>Kepler</i>s laws, in particular,
the third law. <i>Kepler</i>s laws were formulated on the basis of observational data and therefore were
of empirical nature. A basic physical theory for the inverse square law of gravitation applicable to all
objects, from macroscale astronomical objects to microscopic scale quantum systems is still lacking.The
model concepts (Equation 2) are analogous to a string theory (Kaku 1997) where, superposition of dier-
ent modes of vibration result in material phenomena with intrinsic quantum-like mechanical laws which
incorporate inverse square law for inertial forces, the equivalent of gravitational forces, on all scales of eddy
fluctuations from macro- to microscopic scales.</font> <br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;nbsp;nbsp; Uzer
<i>et</i> <i>al</i>. (1991) have discussed new developments within the last two decades which have spurred
a remarkable revival of interest in the application of classical mechanical laws to quantum systems. The
atom was originally visualized as a miniature solar system based on the assumption that the laws of clas-
sical mechanics apply equally to electrons and planets. However within a short interval of time the new
quantum mechanics of <i>Schrodinger</i> and <i>Heisenberg</i> became established (from the late 1920s)
and the analogy between the structure of the atom and that of the solar system seemed invalid and clas-
sical mechanics became the domain of the astronomers. There is now a revival of interest in classical
and semiclassical methods which are found to be unrivaled in providingnbsp; an intuitive and compu-
tationally tractable approach to the study of atomic, molecular and nuclear dynamics.</font> <p><b><font
face="Arial,Helvetica">2.1 Model Predictions</font></b> <p><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(a) Atmospheric
flows trace an overall logarithmic spiral trajectory with the quasiperiodic <i>Penrose</i> tiling pattern for the
internal structure.</font> <p><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(b) Conventional continuous periodogram power
spectral analyses of such spiral trajectories will reveal a continuum of periodicities with progressive increase in
phase.</font> <p><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(c) The broadband power spectrum will have embedded domi-
nant wave-bands the bandwidth increasing with period length.The peak periods <b><i>E<sub>n</sub></i></b>
in the dominant wavebands will be given by the relation</font> <br>nbsp; <p><br> <center> <p><b><i><font
face="Arial,Helvetica">E<sub>n</sub> = T<sub>s</sub>(2+</font><font face="Symbol"><font size=+1>t</font></font><font
face="Arial,Helvetica">)</font><font face="Symbol"><font size=+1>t</font></font><sub><font face="Arial,Helvetica">n</font>
<div align=right><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(3)</font></div>
<p><br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">where </font><b><i><font face="Symbol"><font size=+1>t</font></font></i></b><font
face="Arial,Helvetica"> is the golden mean equal to <b><i>(1+</i></b></font><b><i><font face="Symbol">Ouml;</font><font
face="Arial,Helvetica">5)/2 [</font><font face="Symbol">@</font><font face="Arial,Helvetica">1.618]</font></i></b><font
face="Arial,Helvetica"> and <b><i>T<sub>s</sub></i></b> ,nbsp; the solar powered primary perturbation time
period is the annual cycle (summer to winter) of solar heating in the present study of interannual variabil-
ity. Ghil (1994) reports that the most striking feature in climate variability on all time scales is the presence of
sharp peaks superimposed on a continuum background.</font> <br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;nbsp;nbsp;
The model predicted periodicities are <b><i>2.2</i></b>, <b><i>3.6</i></b>, <b><i>5.8</i></b>, <b><i>9.5</i></b>,
<b><i>15.3</i></b>, <b><i>24.8</i></b>, <b><i>40.1</i></b>,and <b><i>64.9</i></b> years for values of <b><i>n</i></b>
ranging from <b><i>-1</i></b> to <b><i>6</i></b>. Peridicities close to model predicted have been reported (Bur-
roughs 1992; Kane 1996).</font> <p><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(d) The rationbsp; <b><i>r/R</i></b>nbsp;
also represents the incrementnbsp; <b><i>d</i></b></font><b><i><font face="Symbol">q</font></i></b><font face="Arial,Helvetica
in phase angle </font><b><i><font face="Symbol">q</font></i></b><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp; (Equa-
tion 1) and therefore the phase angle </font><b><i><font face="Symbol">q</font><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;</font></i></
face="Arial,Helvetica"> represents the variance. Hence, when the logarithmic spiral is resolved as an eddy
continuum in conventional spectral analysis, the increment in wavelength is concomitant with increase in
phase. Such a result that increments in wavelength and phase angle are related is observed in quantum
systems and has been named ’<i>Berry’s phase</i>’ (Berry 1988; Maddox 1988b). The relationship of an-
gular turning of the spiral to intensity of fluctuations is seen in the tight coiling of the hurricane spiral
cloud systems.</font> <p><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(e) The overall logarithmic spiral flow structure is
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given by the relation</font> <br>nbsp; <br>nbsp; <br> <center> <p><img SRC="APCLI1eq4.gif" height=43
width=94></center>
<div align=right><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp; (4)</font></div>
<p><br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">where the constant <b><i>k</i></b> is the steady state fractional vol-
ume dilution of large eddy by inherent turbulent eddy fluctuations . The constantnbsp; <b><i>k</i></b>nbsp; is
equal to <b><i>1/</i></b></font><b><i><font face="Symbol"><font size=+1>t</font></font><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><sup>2</s
face="Arial,Helvetica"> (</font><b><i><font face="Symbol">@</font><font face="Arial,Helvetica"> 0.382</font></i></b><font
face="Arial,Helvetica">) and is identied as the universal constant for <i>deterministic chaos</i> in fluid
flows.The steady state emergence of fractal structures is therefore equal to</font> <br>nbsp; <br>nbsp; <br>
<center> <p><b><i><font face="Arial,Helvetica">1/k </font><font face="Symbol">@</font><font face="Arial,Helvetica">
2.62</font></i></b></center>
<div align=right><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;(5)</font></div>
<p><br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;nbsp;nbsp; The model predicted logarithmic wind prole rela-
tionship such as Equation 4 is a long-established (observational) feature of atmospheric flows in the bound-
ary layer, the constant <b><i>k</i></b>, called the <i>Von Karman</i> s constant has the value equal to
<b><i>0.38</i></b> as determined from observations. Historically, Equation 4 is basically an empirical law
known as the universal <i>logarithmic law of the wall</i>, rst proposed in the early 1930s by pioneering aero-
dynamicists <i>Theodor von Karman</i> and <i>Ludwig Prandtl</i>, describes shear forces exerted by turbu-
lent flows at boundaries such as wings or fan blades or the interior wall of a pipe. The law of the wall has been
used for decades by engineers in the design of aircraft, pipelines and other structures (Cipra, 1996).</font>
<br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;In Equation 4, <b><i>W</i></b>nbsp; represents the standard devia-
tion of eddy fluctuations, since <b><i>W</i></b> is computed as the instantaneous r.m.s. (root mean square)
eddy perturbation amplitude with reference to the earlier step of eddy growth. For two successive stages of
eddy growth starting from primary perturbation <b><i>w</i></b></font><b><i><sub><font face="Symbol"><font
size=-2>*</font></font></sub></i></b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"> , the ratio of the standard deviations
<b><i>W<sub>n+1</sub></i></b>nbsp; and <b><i>W<sub>n</sub></i></b> is given from Equation 4 as <b><i>(n+1)/n</i></b>.
Denoting by </font><b><i><font face="Symbol">s</font></i></b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"> the standard de-
viation of eddy fluctuations at the reference level (<b><i>n=1</i></b>) the standard deviations of eddy fluctua-
tions for successive stages of eddy growth are given as integer multiple of </font><b><i><font face="Symbol">s</font></i></b><font
face="Arial,Helvetica">,nbsp; i.e.,nbsp; </font><b><i><font face="Symbol">s</font></i></b><font face="Arial,Helvetica">,
<b><i>2</i></b></font><b><i><font face="Symbol">s</font></i></b><font face="Arial,Helvetica">, <b><i>3</i></b></font><b><i><font
face="Symbol">s</font></i></b><font face="Arial,Helvetica">, etc. and correspond respectively to</font>
<br>nbsp; <br>nbsp; <br> <center> <p><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><b><i>statistical normalized standard devi-
ationnbsp;nbsp; t= 0,1,2,3, etc</i></b>.</font></center>
<div align=right><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(6)</font></div>
<p><br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;nbsp;nbsp; The conventional power spectrum plotted as the
variance versus the frequency in log-log scale will now represent the eddy probability density on logarithmic
scale versus the standard deviation of the eddy fluctuations on linear scale since the logarithm of the eddy
wavelength represents the standard deviation, i.e., the r.m.s. value of eddy fluctuations (Equation 4). The
r.m.s. value of eddy fluctuations can be represented in terms of <i>statistical normal distribution</i> as follows.
A normalized standard deviation <b><i>t=0</i></b> corresponds to cumulative percentage probability density
equal to <b><i>50</i></b> for the mean value of the distribution. Since the logarithm of the wavelength repre-
sents the r.m.s. value of eddy fluctuations the normalized standard deviationnbsp;<b><i> t</i></b>nbsp;nbsp; is
dened for the eddy energy as</font> <br>nbsp; <br>nbsp; <br> <center> <p><img SRC="Apclieq7.gif" height=44
width=101></center>
<div align=right><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;nbsp;nbsp; (7)</font></div>
<p><br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">wherenbsp; <b><i>L</i></b>nbsp; is the period in years andnbsp;
<b><i>T<sub>50</sub></i></b>nbsp; is the period up to which the cumulative percentage contribution to total
variance is equal to <b><i>50</i></b> andnbsp; <b><i>t = 0</i></b>. The variable <b><i>LogT<sub>50</sub></i></b>nbsp;
also represents the mean value for the r.m.s. eddy fluctuations and is consistent with the concept of the
mean level represented by r.m.s. eddy fluctuations. Spectra of time series of meteorological parameters
when plotted as cumulative percentage contribution to total variance versus <b><i>t</i></b>nbsp; should fol-
low the model predicted universal spectrum. The literature shows many examples of pressure, wind and
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temperature whose shapes display a remarkable degree of universality (Canavero and Einaudi,1987).</font>
<p><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(f) Mary Selvam (1993a) has shown that Equation 1 represents the univer-
sal algorithm for <i>deterministic chaos</i> in dynamical systems and is expressed in terms of the universal
<i>Feigenbaum</i>s (Feigenbaum 1980) constantsnbsp; <b><i>a</i></b>nbsp; andnbsp; <b><i>d</i></b>nbsp; as
follows.</font> <center> <p><b><i><font face="Arial,Helvetica">2a<sup>2</sup>= </font><font face="Symbol"><font
size=+1>p</font></font><font face="Arial,Helvetica">d</font></i></b></center>
<div align=right><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(8)</font></div>
<p><br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">where </font><b><i><font face="Symbol"><font size=+1>p</font></font><font
face="Arial,Helvetica">d</font></i></b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"> , the relative volume intermittency of
occurrence contributes to the total variance <b><i>2a<sup>2</sup></i></b>nbsp; of fractal structures. The
<i>Feigenbaum</i>s constant <b><i>a</i></b>nbsp; represents the steady state emergence of fractal struc-
tures. Therefore the total variance of <i>fractal</i> structures for either clockwise or anticlockwise rotation
is equal to <b><i>2a<sup>2</sup></i></b> . It was shown at Equation 5 above that the steady state emer-
gence of <i>fractal</i> structures in fluid flows is equal tonbsp;nbsp; <b><i>1/k( = </i></b></font><b><i><font
face="Symbol"><font size=+1>t</font></font><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><sup>2</sup>)</font></i></b><font
face="Arial,Helvetica"> and therefore the <i>Feigenbaum</i>s constantnbsp; <b><i>a</i></b> is equal to</font>
<center> <p><b><i><font face="Arial,Helvetica">a = </font><font face="Symbol"><font size=+1>t</font></font><font
face="Arial,Helvetica"><sup>2</sup> = 1/k = 2.62</font></i></b></center>
<div align=right><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(9)</font></div>
<p><br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(g) The relationship between <i>Feigenbaum</i>s constant <b><i>a</i></b>
and statistical normal distribution for power spectra is derived in the following.</font> <br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;nb
The steady state emergence of <i>fractal</i> structures is equal to the <i>Feigenbaum</i>s constant <b><i>a</i></b>
(Equation 5 ). The relative variance of <i>fractal</i> structure for each length step growth is then equal
to <b><i>a<sup>2</sup></i></b>. The normalized variance <b><i>1/a<sup>2n</sup></i></b>nbsp;nbsp; will now
represent the statistical normal probability density for the <b><i>n</i></b><sup>th</sup> step growth accord-
ing to model predicted quantumlike mechanics for fluid flows . Model predicted probability density val-
ues <b><i>P</i></b> are computed as</font> <center> <p><b><i><font face="Arial,Helvetica">P = </font><font
face="Symbol"><font size=+1>t </font></font><sup><font face="Arial,Helvetica">- 4n</font></sup></i></b></center>
<div align=right><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(10)</font></div>
<center><font face="Arial,Helvetica">or</font> <p><b><i><font face="Arial,Helvetica">P = </font><font face="Symbol"><fon
size=+1>t </font></font><sup><font face="Arial,Helvetica">- 4t</font></sup></i></b></center>
<div align=right><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(11)</font></div>
<p><br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">where </font><b><i><font face="Symbol"><font size=+1>t</font></font></i></b><font
face="Arial,Helvetica"> is the normalized standard deviation (Equation 6)nbsp; and are in agreement with
statistical normal distribution as shown in Table 1.</font> <p> <hr WIDTH="100<center><font face="Arial,Helvetica">Table
1</font> <p><font face="Arial,Helvetica">Model predicted and statistical normal probability density distri-
butions</font></center>
<p><br> <center><table BORDER COLS=4 WIDTH="100<tr> <td> <center><font face="Arial,Helvetica">Growth
step</font></center> </td>
<td> <center><font face="Arial,Helvetica">Normalized std dev</font></center> </td>
<td> <center><font face="Arial,Helvetica">probability densities</font></center> </td>
<td> <center><font face="Arial,Helvetica">probability densities</font></center> </td> </tr>
<tr> <td> <center><b><i><font face="Arial,Helvetica">n</font></i></b></center> </td>
<td> <center><b><i><font face="Arial,Helvetica">t</font></i></b></center> </td>
<td> <center><font face="Arial,Helvetica">model predicted</font> <br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;<b><i>P
=</i></b></font><b><i><font face="Symbol"><font size=+1>t</font></font><sup><font face="Arial,Helvetica">-
4t</font></sup></i></b></center> </td>
<td> <center><font face="Arial,Helvetica">statistical normal distribution</font></center> </td> </tr>
<tr> <td> <center><font face="Arial,Helvetica">1</font></center> </td>
<td> <center><font face="Arial,Helvetica">1</font></center> </td>
<td> <center><font face="Arial,Helvetica">0.1459</font></center> </td>
<td> <center><font face="Arial,Helvetica">0.1587</font></center> </td> </tr>
<tr> <td> <center><font face="Arial,Helvetica">2</font></center> </td>
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<td> <center><font face="Arial,Helvetica">2</font></center> </td>
<td> <center><font face="Arial,Helvetica">0.0213</font></center> </td>
<td> <center><font face="Arial,Helvetica">0.0228</font></center> </td> </tr>
<tr> <td> <center><font face="Arial,Helvetica">3</font></center> </td>
<td> <center><font face="Arial,Helvetica">3</font></center> </td>
<td> <center><font face="Arial,Helvetica">0.0031</font></center> </td>
<td> <center><font face="Arial,Helvetica">0.0013</font></center> </td> </tr> </table></center>
<p> <hr WIDTH="100<p><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;The periodicities <b><i>T<sub>50</sub></i></b>
and <b><i>T<sub>95</sub></i></b> up to which the cumulative percentage contribution to total variances
are respectively equal to <b><i>50</i></b> and <b><i>95</i></b> are computed from model concepts as fol-
lows.</font> <br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp;The power spectrum, when plotted asnbsp; normalised
standard deviation <b><i>t</i></b>nbsp; versus cumulative percentage contribution to total variance repre-
sents the statistical normal distribution (Equation 7), i.e., the variance represents the probability den-
sity. The normalised standard deviation values corresponding to cumulative percentage probability densities
<b><i>P</i></b> equal to <b><i>50</i></b> and <b><i>95</i></b> respectively are equal to <b><i>0</i></b> and
<b><i>2</i></b>nbsp; from statistical normal distribution characteristics. Since <b><i>t</i></b>nbsp; represents
the eddy growth step <b><i>n</i></b> (Equation 6) the dominant periodicities <b><i>T<sub>50</sub></i></b>
and <b><i>T<sub>95</sub></i></b>nbsp; upto which the cumulative percentage contribution to total variance
are respectively equal to <b><i>50</i></b> and <b><i>95</i></b> are obtained from Equation 3 for corresponding
values of <b><i>n</i></b> , i.e., <b><i>0</i></b> and <b><i>2</i></b>. In the present study of interannual variabil-
ity, the primary perturbation time period <b><i>T<sub>s</sub></i></b>nbsp; is equal to the annual (summer to
winter) cycle of solar heating and <b><i>T<sub>50</sub></i></b> and <b><i>T<sub>95</sub></i></b>nbsp; are ob-
tained as</font> <center> <p><b><i><font face="Arial,Helvetica">T<sub>50</sub>= (2+</font><font face="Symbol"><font
size=+1>t</font></font><font face="Arial,Helvetica">)</font><font face="Symbol"><font size=+1>t</font></font><sup><font
face="Arial,Helvetica">0</font></sup><font face="Symbol">@</font><font face="Arial,Helvetica"> 3.6 years</font></i></b></ce
<div align=right><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(12)</font></div>
<center><b><i><font face="Arial,Helvetica">T<sub>95</sub> = (2+</font><font face="Symbol"><font size=+1>t</font></fon
face="Arial,Helvetica">)</font><font face="Symbol"><font size=+1>t</font></font><sup><font face="Arial,Helvetica">2</font>
face="Symbol">@</font><font face="Arial,Helvetica"> 9.5 years</font></i></b></center>
<div align=right><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(13)</font></div>
<p><br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(h) The power spectra of fluctuations in fluid flows can now be quan-
tied in terms of universalnbsp; <i>Feigenbaum</i>snbsp; constantnbsp; <b><i>a</i></b>nbsp; as follows.</font>
<br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">The normalized variance and therefore the statistical normal distribution
is represented by (from Equation 11)</font> <center> <p><b><i><font face="Arial,Helvetica">P = a <sup>-
2t</sup></font></i></b></center>
<div align=right><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(14)</font></div>
<p><br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">wherenbsp;<b><i> P</i></b>nbsp; is the probability density corre-
sponding to normalized standard deviation <b><i>t</i></b>. The graph of <b><i>P</i></b>nbsp; versus <b><i>t</i></b>
will represent the power spectrum. The slopenbsp; <b><i>S</i></b>nbsp; of the power spectrum is equal
to</font> <center> <p><img SRC="Apcli15.gif" height=43 width=140></center>
<div align=right><font face="Arial,Helvetica">nbsp; (15)</font></div>
<p><br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">The power spectrum therefore follows inverse power law form, the
slope decreasing with increase in <b><i>t</i></b>. Increase in <b><i>t</i></b> corresponds to large eddies ( low
frequencies) and is consistent with observed decrease in slope at low frequencies in dynamical systems.</font>
<p><font face="Arial,Helvetica">(I) The <i>fractal</i> dimension <b><i>D</i></b> can be expressed as a function
of the universal <i>Feigenbaum</i>snbsp; constant <b><i>a</i></b>nbsp; as follows.</font> <br><font face="Arial,Helvetica">The
steady state emergence of <i>fractal</i> structures is equal to <b><i>a</i></b> for each length step growth (Equa-
tions 6 amp; 9) and therefore the <i>fractal</i> structure domain is equal to <b><i>a<sup>m</sup></i></b> at
<b><i>m</i></b><sup>th</sup>nbsp; growth step starting from unit perturbation. Starting from unit perturba-
tion, the <i>fractal</i> object occupies spatial (two dimensional) domain <b><i>a<sup>m</sup></i></b>nbsp; as-
sociated with radial extent </font><b><i><font face="Symbol"><font size=+1>t</font></font><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><sup>m
face="Arial,Helvetica"> since successive radii follow <i>Fibonacci</i> number series. The <i>fractal</i> dimen-
sion <b><i>D</i></b> is dened as</font> <center> <p><img SRC="Apclid.gif" height=42 width=105></center>
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